Web Series - Black Archaeologist
going on strong
May 20, 2013
Los Angeles, Ca (RPRN)
05/20/13 — -The animated

comedy (Black Archaeologist)
is still going strong.
The new season promises to be
even more fun, informative and
controversial than the last. The
Lambert Brothers (the
creators/producers of the web
Black Archaeologist - Animated
series) will be introducing new
unique characters as usual. Reparations Man will come back to make an
appearance. And of course "The Space Negroes"
The Lambert Brothers launched “Black Archaeologist” in 2009, an animated
socio-political satirical web series whose protagonist is a cross between
Batman, and Shaft. Simply known as “Black Archaeologist,” his one-man
mission is to enlighten the world about the hidden historical facts about Black
people in spite of the evil plans of “The Society” to silence him.
The Lambert Brothers write, direct, and
produce the series. They also
perform most of the character voices as well as
compose the music.
The web series can be seen on
youtube.com/TechNubian1,
BlackArchaeologist.com PlentyPennies.com,

Ashanti

and other web series Networks.
The series was featured at Flappers Comedy Club in Burbank, Ca on web
series night; where they screened three episodes for the audience. The
creators were finalists in the 2012 NexTv web series trailer competition. Also
the Lambert Brothers were interviewed about the show on
blogtalkradio.com/2Raw4TV.
Twitter.com/Black Archaeologist
FaceBook.com/Black Archaeologist
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